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Editorial
We firmly believe in not only imparting academic knowledge to our
students but also nurturing their latent potentials by exposing them to a
plethora of activities. One such endeavour is the club, Little Crafty Hands
which aims at polishing and nurturing the motor skills of the learners while
satisfying their creative sensibilities. Each activity is framed to boost and

enhance the children’s interest in Craft. With the help of these craft
activities, the children can make best and efficient use of their leisure time
in a very playful manner by using fresh or recycled material. The activities
foster early emotional development and provide them an opportunity to
express themselves creatively. They share things with their buddies which
builds a sense of belonging in them. Their

willingness to learn and

participate, bring out the real virtues in them.
Club Masters
Deepa Ahuja | Shivani Arora

Cut through sandpaper a few times
to sharpen your scissors.
Make old crayons seem new again by
sharpening them with a crayon
sharpener.

It is much easier to cut paper, if you rotate the piece
you are cutting, and not the scissors.

Dolly’s World- Making Paper
Doll
In the activity conducted on
27.4.17, the students enjoyed
creating
a paper doll using
origami sheets , paper plate, ice
cream stick and googly eyes. The
beautiful dolls brought beautiful
smiles on the faces of our young
creators.

Cutie BirdsIce Cream Stick Craft
Trying their hands on an interesting
Ice Cream Stick Craft, the students
made colourful and attractive cutie
birds using ice cream sticks, origami
sheets and other decorative material
on 20.7.17 The outcome was worth
the
effort
and
the
students
enthusiastically
displayed
their
creativity and artistic skills.

Frills - Paper Craft Activity
The students made colourful
and vibrant frills using paper
cutouts of clouds & rain drops,
ribbons and other decorative
material on 24.8.17. The
activity was symbolic of the
rainy
season
and
was
captivating for
all the
students.

Expressions-Smilies
On 21.9.17 , ‘Smilies’ with different

expressions like sadness, happiness,
surprise, anger were made by the students, using florescent paper, markers &
other decorative material . The students displayed the ‘Smilies’ representing
different moods with a broad grin on their faces.

Origami Fun –
Paper Folding Activity
The students were briefed about
the recreational Japanese Paper
Folding Art – ‘Origami’ in the
activity held on 27.10.17. They
made beautiful flowers
using
coloured origami sheets and ice
cream sticks. The flowers looked
vibrant and colourful.

Crafty Plates

In the activity organised on
23.11.17,
the
students
beautifully created
designs
and patterns on paper plates ,
coloured them using acrylic
paints and enhanced the
paintings with an outliner. The
final outcome was a real treat
to the eyes.

Christmas Thrills- Christmas
Kandeels
In the activity conducted on 21.12.17,
the students celebrated the spirit of
Christmas by making colourful and
attractive Christmas Kandeels. A4
sheet, multi coloured ribbons, stickers
and Christmas motifs were used to
make them. It was enjoyed by all the
students who participated
with
enthusiasm and showcased their
creative skills.

Thermocol Craft

In the activity conducted on
25.01.18, the sudents tried their
hand on Thermocol Craft and
made attractive hand puppets
using material like thermocol
glasses , ear buds , a pair of
googly eyes and a wire twister.
The activity was enjoyed by all the
students and they enthusiastically
displayed their creative skills.

Parents’ Feedback
I am really thankful to the school and teachers for engaging the students in craft
activities under the ‘Little Crafty Hands’ Club. My daughter was so excited to paint
and decorate a paper plate using acrylic colors and mirrors. Her eyes sparkled
with pride when she held her masterpiece. It is a wonderful concept to explore the
child's potential by giving wings to their imagination to create lovely pieces of art.
Dr. Vibha Narayan (M/O Vaari Narayan II E)
As a parent, I found ‘Little Crafty Hands’ Club activities quite interesting and
creative. Students find something new to try along with much needed fun. The
activities were designed aptly for small kids to try their hands out in changing
small little things into beautiful craft objects. The activities were organized
pertaining to the age group of the kids. Such activities take their imagination to
the next level. My son looked forward to participate in such activities which are
regularly conducted in the school.
Dr. Manisha (M/O Amitoj Singh Saluja II A)

